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A B S T R A C T 

We develop a method to compute synthetic kilonova light curves that combine numerical relativity simulations of neutron star 
mergers and the SNEC radiation–hydrodynamics code. We describe our implementation of initial and boundary conditions, r- 
process heating, and opacities for kilonova simulations. We validate our approach by carefully checking that energy conservation 

is satisfied and by comparing the SNEC results with those of two semi-analytic light-curve models. We apply our code to the 
calculation of colour light curves for three binaries having different mass ratios (equal and unequal mass) and different merger 
outcome (short-lived and long-lived remnants). We study the sensitivity of our results to hydrodynamic effects, nuclear physics 
uncertainties in the heating rates, and duration of the merger simulations. We find that hydrodynamics effects are typically 

negligible and that homologous expansion is a good approximation in most cases. Ho we ver, pressure forces can amplify the 
impact of uncertainties in the radioactive heating rates. We also study the impact of shocks possibly launched into the outflows 
by a relativistic jet. None of our models match AT2017gfo, the kilonova in GW170817. This points to possible deficiencies 
in our merger simulations and kilonova models that neglect non-LTE effects and possible additional energy injection from the 
merger remnant and to the need to go beyond the assumption of spherical symmetry adopted in this work. 

Key words: hydrodynamics – radiative transfer – methods: numerical – neutron star mergers. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he orbit of compact binary neutron-star neutron-star (NSNS) and
eutron-star black hole (NSBH) systems decays due to the emission
f gravitational wav es. Ev entually, the two components of these bina-
ies collide and merge. This process produces abundant gravitational
adiation that can be detected by ground-based observatories such as
IGO, Virgo, and KAGRA (Abbott et al. 2020a ). Tidal torques and
hocks during these mergers can eject neutron rich material, the so-
alled dynamical ejecta (Ruffert, Janka & Schaefer 1996 ; Rosswog
t al. 1999 ; Rosswog & Davies 2002 ; Rosswog & Liebendoerfer
003 ; Rosswog, Ramirez-Ruiz & Davies 2003 ; Oechslin, Janka &
arek 2007 ; Sekiguchi et al. 2011 ; Bauswein, Goriely & Janka

013 ; Rosswog, Piran & Nakar 2013 ; Sekiguchi et al. 2015 ; Foucart
t al. 2016 ; Lehner et al. 2016 ; Radice et al. 2016 ; Sekiguchi et al.
016 ; Bovard et al. 2017 ; Radice et al. 2018 ; Shibata & Hotokezaka
019 ; Foucart et al. 2020 ; Nedora et al. 2020 ; Perego et al. 2020 ;
adice, Bernuzzi & Perego 2020 ; Vincent et al. 2020 ; Kullmann
t al. 2021 ; Nedora et al. 2021b ). Additional outflows are driven
rom the merger remnant by neutrino heating, magnetic, and other
ydrodynamic effects on a time-scale of a few seconds, the so-
alled secular ejecta (Metzger, Piro & Quataert 2008 , 2009 ; Dessart
t al. 2009 ; Lee, Ramirez-Ruiz & L ́opez-C ́amara 2009 ; Fern ́andez
 E-mail: Zhenyu.Wu@ed.ac.uk 

k  

s  

b  

Pub
 Metzger 2013 ; Metzger & Fern ́andez 2014 ; Perego et al. 2014 ;
iegel, Ciolfi & Rezzolla 2014 ; Just et al. 2015 ; Martin et al. 2015 ;
ujibayashi et al. 2018 ; Metzger, Thompson & Quataert 2018 ; Siegel
 Metzger 2018 ; Fern ́andez et al. 2019 ; Nedora et al. 2019 ; Ciolfi
 Kalinani 2020 ; De & Siegel 2020 ; Fujibayashi et al. 2020 ; Miller

t al. 2020 ; M ̈osta et al. 2020 ; Just et al. 2021a ; Metzger & Fernandez
021 ; Shibata, Fujibayashi & Sekiguchi 2021 ). As this material
ecompresses, it undergoes r-process nucleosynthesis producing
eavy elements (see e.g. Cowan et al. 2021 ; Perego, Thielemann &
escutti 2021 , for recent re vie ws). The nuclear decays of the unstable

sotopes synthesized by the r-process heat the material and produce an
lectromagnetic transient known as kilonova (Li & Paczynski 1998 ;
ulkarni 2005 ; Metzger et al. 2010 ; Kasen, Badnell & Barnes 2013 ;
anaka & Hotokezaka 2013 ; Metzger 2020 ; Hotokezaka et al. 2021 ).
This scenario has been confirmed by the multimessenger ob-

ervations of GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017 ; Arcavi et al. 2017 ;
hornock et al. 2017 ; Coulter et al. 2017 ; Cowperthwaite et al.
017 ; Drout et al. 2017 ; Evans et al. 2017 ; Hallinan et al. 2017 ;
asliwal et al. 2017 ; Murguia-Berthier et al. 2017 ; Nicholl et al.
017 ; Smartt et al. 2017 ; Soares-Santos et al. 2017 ; Tanaka et al.
017 ; Tanvir et al. 2017 ; Troja et al. 2017 ; Villar et al. 2017 ; Kasliwal
t al. 2018 ; Rosswog et al. 2018 ; Waxman et al. 2018 ; Waxman,
fek & Kushnir 2019 ; Margutti & Chornock 2020 ). Possible other
ilonova detections have been reported in conjunction with some
hort gamma-ray burst, also thought to be the result of compact
inary mergers (Nakar 2007 ; Berger 2014 ). These include a possible
© 2022 The Author(s) 
lished by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Society 
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ilonova associated with GRB 130603B, the first claimed detection 
f a kilonova, and several other sources (Berger, Fong & Chornock 
013 ; Hotokezaka et al. 2013 ; Jin et al. 2013 ; Tanvir et al. 2013 ;
ong et al. 2014 ; Yang et al. 2015 ; Jin et al. 2016 , 2020 ; Lamb
t al. 2019 ; Troja et al. 2019 ; Rossi et al. 2020 ). Kilonovae appear to
e commonly produced in NS mergers. Ho we ver, observ ations also
uggest that there might be significant variability between different 
vents, possibly associated with a diversity in the outcome of NSNS 

nd NSBH mergers (Kawaguchi, Shibata & Tanaka 2019 ) and in the
iewing angle (Heinzel et al. 2021 ; Korobkin et al. 2021 ). Possibly
ue to the uncertain sky localization and larger distances, no kilonova 
ounterpart has been reported for the second binary NS merger 
bserved by LIGO and Virgo, GW190425 (Abbott et al. 2020b ), or
or GW200105 and GW200115, the first two NSBH merger events 
etected by LIGO and Virgo (Abbott et al. 2021 ). 

Kilonova emission is produced by an expanding cloud of radioac- 
ive ejecta. The dynamics is not unlike that of Type Ia (thermonuclear)
upernovae. Indeed, analogous analytic arguments can be used to 
redict the basic features of the light curve in both cases (Arnett
980 ; Li & Paczynski 1998 ; Kulkarni 2005 ; Metzger et al. 2010 ;
hatzopoulos, Wheeler & Vinko 2012 ; Kashyap, Raman & Ajith 
019 ). Ho we ver, there are some important differences between 
ilonovae and Type Ia supernovae. The expansion velocities of the 
ilonov a outflo ws can be much larger than those of the supernov a
jecta (Hotokezaka et al. 2018 ; Radice et al. 2018 ; Dean, Fern ́andez
 Metzger 2021 ; Nedora et al. 2021a ). The radioactive heating of the

ilonova material is not dominated by the decay chain of 56 Ni as in
upernovae, but it is the result of the individual decays of thousands
f unstable nuclides, resulting in a characteristic power-law decay 
Metzger et al. 2010 ; Roberts et al. 2011 ; Korobkin et al. 2012 ;
ippuner & Roberts 2015 ; Hotokezaka, Sari & Piran 2017 ). The

hermalization efficiency is also very different among different decay 
hannels (Barnes et al. 2016 ; Hotokezaka et al. 2016 ; Hotokezaka &
akar 2019 ; Kasen & Barnes 2019 ). Finally, the opacity of r-process

lements produced in NS mergers is much higher than that of the
ron produced in Type Ia supernovae, particularly when lanthanides 
re produced (Barnes & Kasen 2013 ; Kasen et al. 2013 ; Tanaka &
otokezaka 2013 ; Fontes et al. 2020 ; Tanaka et al. 2020 ). 
The broad features of the colour light curves of kilonovae can 

e reproduced with simple, one-zone, semi-analytical models (Li & 

 aczynski 1998 ; K ulkarni 2005 ; Metzger et al. 2010 ; Villar et al.
017 ; Waxman et al. 2018 ), using parametrized heating rates and
f fecti v e gre y opacities obtained with Monte Carlo calculations. One
f them is that of Perego, Radice & Bernuzzi ( 2017 ), who developed a
ultidimensional semi-analytical framework that included multiple 

utflow components and geometry information from ab initio simu- 
ations. This model was later used by Breschi et al. ( 2021 ) to perform
 joint electromagnetic, gra vitational-wa ve parameter estimation for 
W170817. More advanced models use moment-based (Just et al. 
021b ) or multifrequency Monte Carlo radiative transfer calculations 
Kasen et al. 2013 ; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013 ; Kawaguchi, Shibata
 Tanaka 2018 ; Wollaeger et al. 2018 ; Bulla et al. 2021 ; Korobkin

t al. 2021 ). Surrogate models that can interpolate detailed Monte 
arlo calculations have also been proposed (Coughlin et al. 2018 ). 
o we ver, most pre vious works have ignored the hydrodynamics of

he ejecta and adopted the assumption of homologous expansion. A 

otable exception is the work of Rosswog et al. ( 2014 ) and Gross-
an et al. ( 2014 ), which performed long-term smoothed particle 

ydrodynamics (SPH) simulations of the expanding tidal tail ejected 
n an NS merger. Ho we ver, those simulations were based on the
utput of Newtonian NS merger simulations and did not include the 
ontribution from the secular ejecta, which is currently thought to be 
ominant (Siegel 2019 ). Later works combined hydrodynamics sim- 
lations of the early phase of the outflows and homologous expansion
onte Carlo radiative transfer calculations (Kawaguchi et al. 2021 ; 
lion et al. 2021a , b ). The studies of Ishizaki et al. ( 2021 ) performed

ong-termn simulations of the ejecta in an NS merger focusing on the
mpact of the radioactive heating on the fallback but did not model
he radiative transfer and the light curve from such flows. 

In this work, we implement appropriate radioactive heating rates 
nd opacities into the publicly available radiation hydrodynamics 
ode SNEC (SuperNova Explosion Code; Morozova et al. 2015 ) to
erform self-consistent calculation of kilonova light curves starting 
rom the output of ab initio numerical relativity NS merger sim-
lations. This approach allows us to study hydrodynamic effects 
n kilonova signals that have so far been neglected in calculation
mploying more sophisticated radiative transfer approaches. SNEC 
lso provides a test platform for the development of microphysics 
outines that we ultimately plan to include in multidimensional 
alculations. Here, we discuss the implementation details of our 
ode and we validate it against semi-analytic light-curve models and 
y carefully monitoring energy conservation. We use SNEC to study 
ilonova signals from realistic ejecta profiles obtained from merger 
imulations and we study the importance of hydrodynamic effects 
nd the sensitivity of our results to nuclear physics uncertainties and
o the duration of the simulations. Finally, we study the impact of
hocks launched by the GRB jet into the ejecta on the light curves. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 ,
e describe all of the modifications we have made to the SNEC

ode to simulate kilonovae. In Section 3 , we validate the code by
hecking energy conservation and comparing the results with two 
lternative semi-analytic models. In Section 4 , we introduce the 
eneral features of the light curves from three realistic profiles. Then,
e study the effects of various factors, including hydrodynamics, 
ncertainties in heating rates, duration of binary neutron-star (BNS) 
erger simulations, and the presence of shocks. We summarize and 

onclude in Section 5 . 

 M E T H O D S  

.1 Brief o v er view of SNEC 

NEC , the SuperNova Explosion Code, is a spherically symmetric 
D Lagrangian radiation–hydrodynamics code, primarily used to 
imulate core-collapse supernova explosions and generate synthetic 
olour light curv es (Morozo va et al. 2015 , 2016 ; Piro & Morozova
016 ; Morozova, Piro & Valenti 2017 , 2018 ; Morozova et al. 2020 ).
he SNEC code mainly uses Paczynski equation of state (EOS) 

Paczynski 1983 ; Weiss et al. 2004 ), which includes the contributions
rom ions, electrons, and radiation. To get the fractions of atoms in
ifferent ionization states, SNEC solves the Saha equations. The 
ode uses matter opacities κ from existing tables of Rosseland mean 
pacities (Iglesias & Rogers 1996 ) as a function of composition,
emperature, and density. SNEC accounts for the radioactive heating 
ue to 56 Ni and 56 Co and implements a simplified treatment of the
ssociated γ -ray emission and thermalization. More details on the 
ode can be found on SNEC ’s website. 1 

Kilonovae are powered by the radioactive decay of r-process 
lements synthesized in the ejecta. We use some of the SNEC
odules but modify others to model kilonova emission. The main 

ifferences between the original SNEC code and our kilonova code 
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. The solid line is opacity as a function of Y e in our model 
(equation 1 ). The small grey squares show data from Tanaka et al. ( 2020 ), and 
the large rectangles are the suggested opacity ranges in their paper at 5000–
10 000 K. Note that the opacities from Tanaka et al. ( 2020 ) decrease steeply 
at lower temperature. The opacities used in our calculations are somewhat 
smaller, since we take 10 cm 

2 g −1 as their maximum value. 
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re the opacities (Section 2.2 ), heating rates (Section 2.3 ), and
nitial conditions (Section 2.4 ). Other differences are described in
ection 2.5 . Section 2.6 gives the formulae to calculate light curves

n our model. 

.2 Opacities 

nlike supernovae, which are powered by iron group elements, r-
rocess can generate heavier elements, including lanthanides and
ctinides. If present, lanthanides and actinides can increase the ejecta
pacity by more than one order of magnitude to ∼10 cm 

2 g −1 . The
esulting strong optical line blanketing shifts the emission towards
nfrared bands (the so-called red kilonova, Roberts et al. 2011 ;
arnes & Kasen 2013 ; Kasen et al. 2013 ; Tanaka & Hotokezaka
013 ). Whether or not these elements are produced by the r-process
ucleosynthesis mainly depends on the electron fraction Y e of the
jecta for the low entropy and fast expansion conditions expected in
he ejecta from binary NS mergers. If Y e � 0.25, then the ejecta will
e lanthanide-rich. If Y e � 0.25, then r-process nucleosynthesis runs
ut of free neutrons before lanthanides can be produced (Hoffman,
oosley & Qian 1997 ; Lippuner & Roberts 2015 ). 
In our model, we adopt grey opacity ranging from 1.0 cm 

2 g −1 

o 10.0 cm 

2 g −1 , which we take to be a function of the initial
 e . Our choice is moti v ated by the study of Tanaka et al. ( 2018 ),
hich showed that bolometric light curves computed assuming grey
pacity in this range are in good agreement with those obtained with
avelength-dependent radiation transfer results. A similar range is

dopted in Villar et al. ( 2017 ) to fit AT2017gfo, although their lower
ound is smaller. We use the following formula to set the opacity: 

= 1 + 

9 

1 + (4 Y e ) 12 
[cm 

2 g −1 ] . (1) 

his smoothly transits from 1.0 cm 

2 g −1 to 10.0 cm 

2 g −1 . Accord-
ngly, the opacity corresponding to Y e = 0.25 is 5.5 cm 

2 g −1 . This
ormula reproduces the expected rapid change in opacity at around
 e � 0.25. We explore the impact of the slope of the transition at
 e � 0.25 in Appendix A . There we show that the light curves are
ostly insensitive to it. 
Fig. 1 shows the comparison between our opacity model with

he results of Tanaka et al. ( 2020 ). We remark that our model
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
oes not account for changes in the opacities, for example due
o recombination, which are instead kept constant throughout our
imulations. On the other hand, we emphasize that such treatment
s consistent with the way these ef fecti v e gre y opacities hav e been
onstructed (Kasen et al. 2013 ; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013 ; Tanaka
t al. 2020 ). To ease the comparison with previous works, we also
estrict the maximum opacity to 10 cm 

2 g −1 (Kasen et al. 2013 ;
anaka & Hotokezaka 2013 ; Perego et al. 2017 ; Villar et al. 2017 ). 

.3 Heating rates 

t the times rele v ant for kilonov ae, the dominant source of heating
s constituted by the decays of the heavy elements produced in the
-process nucleosynthesis. This energy release is described in terms
f a heating rate, which can be computed by evolving the abundances
f the numerous characteristic nuclides in time while accounting for
heir mutual interactions and decays. Nuclear heating simulations are
ighly dependent on the dynamical and thermodynamical conditions
f the ejecta and, in particular, on the entropy, electron fraction,
nd expansion time-scale at the freeze-out from nuclear statistical
quilibrium (NSE, see e.g. Hoffman et al. 1997 ; Lippuner & Roberts
015 ). In addition, simulations also depend on the nuclear physics
nputs: distinct theoretical nuclear mass models, reaction rates, or
ssion fragment distributions can lead to significantly different
eating rates. This sensitivity is particularly strong at low electron
ractions and the nuclear physics uncertainties can lead to changes in
he predicted heating rates of about an order of magnitude (Rosswog
t al. 2017 ; Zhu et al. 2021a ). 

Here, we consider the time-dependent heating rates resulting
rom the broad nucleosynthesis calculations reported in Perego
t al. ( 2020 ). In that work, the nuclear abundance evolution of
agrangian fluid elements was performed using the nuclear reaction
etwork SkyNet (Lippuner & Roberts 2017 ) with the finite-range
roplet macroscopic model (M ̈oller et al. 2016 ) for the nuclear
asses. Each SkyNet run was initialized from the electron fraction
 e , entropy s , and expansion time-scale τ at a temperature of 6
K in NSE conditions. More details about these nucleosynthesis

alculations can be found in Perego et al. ( 2020 ). The heating rates
sed in this work were computed o v er a comprehensiv e grid of
1 700 distinct trajectories with 0.01 ≤ Y e ≤ 0.48 linearly spaced,
 . 5 k B baryon −1 ≤ s ≤ 200 k B baryon −1 , and 0.5 ms ≤τ ≤ 200 ms
og-spaced. These intervals are expected to bracket the properties of
he ejecta from BNS and NSBH mergers. In the left-hand panel of
ig. 2 , we report the heating rates obtained for the most representative
onditions expected in the ejecta from NSNS mergers. 

In order to derive the heating rate for arbitrary initial conditions,
e construct fits to the trajectories obtained with SkyNet . The fits
escribe the heating rate o v er a time interval ranging from 0.1 s to
0 d after the merger. The fitting function distinguishes between two
egimes. At early times, t � 0.1 d, we use the analytic fitting formula
roposed by Korobkin et al. ( 2012 ), which was also derived from
etailed nucleosynthesis calculations: 

˙r ( t) = ε0 

[
1 

2 
− 1 

π
arctan 

(
t − t 0 

σ

)]α

, (2) 

here ε0 , α, t 0 , and σ are fitting parameters. At later times, t � 0.1 d,
e use a power-law fit, thus the fitting formula becomes: 

˙r ( t) = ε′ 
0 t 

−α′ 
, (3) 

here ε′ 
0 and α

′ 
are additional fit parameters. The heating rate fits,

s obtained from equations ( 2 ) and ( 3 ), are then joined together by a
og-scaled smoothing procedure applied on the time interval 1 × 10 3 

art/stac399_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Heating rate trajectories for a grid of thermodynamic variables 0.05 ≤ Y e ≤ 0.4, 3 k B / baryon ≤ s ≤ 50 k B / baryon , and 1 ms ≤τ ≤ 30 ms, 
corresponding (for visual clarity) to a subset of grid used in this work, as obtained by SkyNet (left) and as result of the fit discussed in the text (right). 
Trajectories are colour-coded according to the initial electron fractions. The vertical lines visible for some of the SkyNet trajectories correspond to sudden 
endoenergetic changes in the nuclear composition, possibly occurring during the r-process nucleosynthesis, which are averaged out in the fit procedure and do 
not significantly affect the heating rate at later times. The fitted heating rates agree well with the SkyNet calculations. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the heating rates computed with SkyNet and 
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equation ( 4 ). The typical errors in the heating rate due to the fitting procedure 
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 ≤t ≤ 4 × 10 4 s, centred on t ∼ 0.1 d in log-scale. The right-hand
anel of Fig. 2 shows the fitted version of the heating rate trajectories
resented in the left-hand panel. 
The quality of a single fit is e v aluated using a mean fractional log

rror as employed in Lippuner & Roberts ( 2015 ), defined as: 

 ( ̇εr ) = 

〈 | ln ( ̇εo 
r ( t)) − ln ( ̇εr ( t)) | 

ln ( ̇εo 
r ( t)) 

〉
, (4) 

here ε̇o 
r ( t) is the original SkyNet heating rate trajectory, while the

ean is performed o v er the entire time window 0.1 s ≤ t ≤ 50 d
ithout weighing o v er the time-steps, in order to account for the
riginal SkyNet resolution. For most trajectories, we find relative 
rrors smaller than ∼1 per cent . The largest errors are found at the
oundary of the SkyNet grid, where the relative error can be as
arge as ∼5 per cent . 

The fitting coefficients are usually smooth functions of the thermo- 
ynamic variables, in particular, for Y e ≤ 0.36, s ≤ 90 k B baryon −1 , 
nd τ ≤ 30 ms. Isolated points or boundary regions for which the 
ontinuity of the fitting coefficients was poor were remo v ed from the
t. Since the regions where the parameters evolve smoothly are the 
ost rele v ant for our calculations, we adopt a trilinear interpolation

f the fitting coefficients as a function of Y e , s , and τ . We validate
his procedure by computing the error in the heating rate due to the
tting procedure for new SkyNet trajectories generated with input 

hermodynamic variables distinct from those used to construct the 
t. The results for a subset of these trajectories are shown in Fig. 3 .
e find that the relative error of the fitting procedure is less than
1 per cent , well below the expected nuclear physics uncertainties. 

.4 Initial and boundary conditions 

e consider two kinds of ejecta profiles: (i) analytic wind profiles
or code validation and parameter comparison, and (ii) realistic 
rofiles extracted from NR simulations of merging neutron stars 
btained with the WhiskyTHC code (Radice & Rezzolla 2012 ; 
adice, Rezzolla & Galeazzi 2014a , b , 2015 ; Radice et al. 2016 ;
adice 2017 ; Radice et al. 2018 ). Both types of profile correspond

o spherically symmetric outflows for which radius, temperature, 
ensity , velocity , initial Y e , initial entropy, and expansion time-scale
re given as a function of the enclosed mass. The initial entropy
nd expansion time-scale are new quantities that we have introduced 
nd that are used to compute the heating rates and the opacities as
iscussed abo v e. SNEC already tracks the electron fraction of the
aterial; ho we ver, our calculations use only the initial Y e of the
atter. While this is consistent with our treatment of heating rates

nd opacity, which depends on the initial Y e , this introduces an error
t the level of the EOS, since we do not correctly account for the
ressure contribution from free electrons. We leave the mean degree 
f ionization as a free parameter instead. As shown in Section 2.5 ,
ur tests indicate that this is a negligible effect, since matter is still
ominated by the radiation pressure when homologous expansion 
ets in. 
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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M

Figure 4. wind310T6 (optimal wind) profile: velocity, temperature, and 
density as a function of mass. The velocity is proportional to the radius. 
The maximum velocity and maximum radius are set to 0.2 c and 10 9 cm, 
respectively. The density decays with radius with a power-law exponent of 3, 
in the interior of the outflows, and of 10, in the outer regions, hence the name 
wind310 . The turning point between the two power laws r 0 is 0.75 × 10 9 cm. 
The profile is designed with two power-law factors in order to fit homologous 
expansion. Outside r = r 0 , the temperature drops with radius with a power- 
law factor of 6. This temperature drop reduces the otherwise large pressure 
gradients that would otherwise be present at the outer boundary producing 
very large expansion velocities. 
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The profile is taken from WhiskyTHC simulation of binary NS merger (1.4 
and 1.2 M �, BLh EOS) at ∼0.11 s after merger. The velocity is almost constant 
but rises sharply to ∼0.6 c near the outer boundary. The low- Y e component 
near the outer boundary is often referred to as ‘lanthanide curtain’. Ho we ver, 
there exists a high- Y e component at the outermost tail of the ejecta. 
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We design analytic wind profiles similar to Metzger et al. ( 2010 )
nd Tanaka & Hotokezaka ( 2013 ). The velocity is proportional to the
adius and ranges between 0.05 c and 0.2 c. The maximum radius
s set to 10 9 cm and the total mass is 0.01 M � by default. The
nitial electron fraction Y e , entropy s , and expansion time-scale τ are
niform in the ejecta. We set s to 10 k B baryon −1 and τ to 10 ms. In
act, the heating rates are relatively insensitive to s and τ . Inspired by
shizaki et al. ( 2021 ), we use two power laws to describe the density
s a function of r : {
ρ ∝ r −k 1 for r ≤ r 0 , 

ρ ∝ r −k 2 for r ≥ r 0 , 
(5) 

here k 1 is set to 3, and k 2 should be larger to represent a steep
rop in density near the outer boundary. We experiment with various
 2 and find that k 2 � 10 produces results for which there is good
greement between the full radiation–hydrodynamics calculations
nd calculations assuming homologous expansion (see Section 4.2 ).
 0 is set to 0.75 × 10 9 cm by default. We also use piecewise functions
or the temperature T : {

T = T 0 = 10 9 K for r ≤ r 0 , 

T ∝ r −α for r ≥ r 0 . 
(6) 

e find that the use of a power-law decay for T prevents the
ppearance of large pressure gradients at the outer boundary of our
agrangean grid, which can otherwise generate unphysically large
elocities for this type of artificial wind profiles. We find that α �
 is enough to a v oid this artefact. We denote the profile with ( k 1 =
, k 2 = 10, α = 6) as wind310T6 profile, or optimal wind profile
Fig. 4 ). More details regarding the boundary velocity problem with
nalytical wind profiles are discussed in Appendix B . 

The NR profiles are constructed from outflow data recorded on
xed coordinate spheres as a function of time. In particular, we
ecord the properties of matter crossing a sphere of radius r �
95 km. We consider only matter that is unbound according to the
ernoulli criterion, that is with hu t < −1, h being the enthalpy,
nd u t the covariant time component of the fluid four velocity.
hermodynamic properties of the material, including Y e , are then
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
onverted to spherical symmetry using a mass-weighted average
nd tabulated as a function of the enclosed ejecta mass, m . Since,
he Y e depends sensitively on the polar angle (Perego et al. 2017 ),
his procedure introduces a systematic error in the computed light
urves. We plan to address this in the future by performing isotropic-
qui v alent calculations that consider polar and equatorial ejecta
eparately. Since SNEC needs initial data at a fixed time and not
nner boundary data as a function of time, we transform the data
ssuming homologous expansion. In particular, we compute r ( m )
rom the requirement that 

 ( r) = 4 π
∫ r 

0 
ρ r 2 d r. 

or this study, we consider the following three binaries. 

(i) A 1.4 M �–1.2 M � binary simulated with the BLh EOS
Bombaci & Logoteta 2018 ; Bernuzzi et al. 2020 ; Logoteta, Perego
 Bombaci 2021 ) and evolved until 106 ms after merger. This binary

roduced a long-lived remnant. It is discussed in detail in Prakash
t al. ( 2021 ). 

(ii) A 1.364 M �–1.364 M � binary targeted to GW170817 and
imulated with the DD2 EOS (Hempel & Schaffner-Bielich 2010 ;
ypel et al. 2010 ) until 113 ms after the merger. This binary produced
 long-lived remnant. This system is discussed in detail in Nedora
t al. ( 2019 ) and Nedora et al. ( 2021b ). 

(iii) A 1.4 M �–1.2 M � binary simulated with the SFHo EOS
Steiner, Hempel & Fischer 2013 ) and evolved until 32 ms after the
erger. This binary produced a short-lived remnant. It is discussed

n detail in Radice et al. ( 2018 ). 

ll three simulations modelled neutrino emission and re-absorption
sing the M0 scheme of Radice et al. ( 2016 ). The DD2 binary also
ncluded a treatment of viscous angular momentum transport using
he GRLES formalism (Radice 2017 , 2020 ). We will refer to the
hree profiles generated from these simulations as being the DD2,
FHo, and BLh profiles, respectively. 
Velocity, temperature, and initial Y e for the BLh and DD2 profiles

re shown in Figs 5 and 6 . An important difference between these two
odels is that the BLh ejecta has an outer shell of low- Y e material

 m � 0.019 M �) ejected due to the tidal interaction between the
wo stars shortly prior to merger. This shell is absent for the equal

ass DD2 model for which the outflows are driven by shocks and
iscous and hydrodynamic torques on the post-merger disc. This
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Figure 6. DD2 profile: velocity, temperature, and Y e as a function of mass. 
The profile is taken from WhiskyTHC simulation of binary NS merger (1.36 
and 1.36 solar mass, DD2 EOS) at ∼0.11 s. Most part of the DD2 profile 
has a Y e larger than 0.25. This is due to lack of the low- Y e tidal component, 
because the neutron stars are of equal mass here. 
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lanthanide curtain’ leads to very different behaviours between light 
urves of BLh and DD2 profiles (Section 4.1 ). Both profiles also
nclude a fast expanding moderate Y e outer shell of material. This

ildly relativistic component of the outflow is accelerated by shocks 
fter the merger, when the remnant bounces back (Radice et al. 
018 ; Nedora et al. 2021a ). The SFHo profile is not shown, but it is
ualitatively similar to the BLh profile. It also includes a lanthanide 
urtain. Ho we ver, it has a smaller overall amount of ejecta, because
lack hole formation terminates the spiral wav e-driv en wind, which 
s the main mechanism driving the outflows in the first few tens
f milliseconds after the merger (Nedora et al. 2021b ). Additional 
utflow is expected on longer time-scales due to viscous and nuclear 
rocesses in the disc (Shibata & Hotokezaka 2019 ), but it is still
ot possible to simulate the binary o v er these longer time-scales
n full 3D numerical relativity . Additionally , we have performed 
alculations in which we extrapolate the outflow rates from the 
imulation as a function of time, as discussed in Section 4.4 and
ppendix C . 
At the inner boundary, we keep the velocity constant, i.e. v 1 ( t ) =

 1 ( t = 0). Other boundary conditions are the same as in the original
NEC code. Luminosity is zero at the inner boundary ( L 1 = 0). The
rtificial viscosity , density , specific internal energy, temperature, and 
ressure all vanish at the outer boundary, while the luminosity is
xtrapolated at first order ( Q imax = 0, ρ imax + 1/2 = 0, εimax + 1/2 = 0,
 imax + 1/2 = 0, p imax + 1/2 = 0, L imax = L imax − 1 ). 

.5 Other differences from SNEC 

.5.1 Composition and EOS 

he SNEC code computes the electron number density n e and 
ean degree of ionization ȳ by solving Saha equations. Due to 

he complexity of the ejecta compositions and the lack of detailed 
nowledge of ionization energies for r-process elements, we are not 
ble to solve the Saha equations here. Instead, we take ȳ to be a free
arameter in our code. We also provide another free parameter, the 
ean molecular weight μ, such that n e = 

ȳ ρ

m p μ
, where m p is the mass

f the proton. In the calculations presented here, we fix the mean
egree of ionization ȳ to 2 and mean molecular weight μ is set to
00. In the calculation of the electron contribution to the pressure, we
lso fix the electron fraction to be 0.4. We remark that this electron
raction value is different from the initial Y e used for the opacity
nd heating rates calculations. It roughly corresponds to the electron 
raction of matter at the end of the nucleosynthesis. We have checked
hat our results are insensitive to these choices by performing test
alculations with ȳ varying between 1 and 50 and μ varying between 
0 and 150. 2 We found that these parameters have a negligible impact
n light curves. This is expected, since matter is radiation pressure
ominated during the early phases of the expansion when pressure 
radients drive the evolution of the outflows. Moreo v er, we ne glect
onization correction terms in the specific internal energy and the 
artial deri v ati ve terms as sho wn belo w. 
The ejecta EOS we use is basically the same as the Paczynski EOS

n the original SNEC code, but the ionization correction terms are
mitted. It is useful to go through the detailed calculations in the note
n SNEC ’s website and compare them with our expressions shown
elow. In fact, SNEC ’s notes are based on Paczynski ( 1983 ) with the
ddition of corrections due to partial ionization (Weiss et al. 2004 ).
he total pressure contains the contributions from ions, electrons, 
nd radiation 

 = P ion + P e + P rad . (7) 

n the original SNEC codes, the specific internal energy ε is expressed
s 

= 

3 

2 
Nk B T + 

1 

f − 1 

P e 

ρ
+ 

aT 4 

ρ

+ N 

{ ∑ 

k 

νk 

[ ∑ 

s 

y k s 

( 

s ∑ 

m = 1 

χk 
m −1 

) ] } 

, (8) 

here N is the number of ions per unit mass. νk is the number
bundance of k -th element and y k s is the degree of s -th ionization
f the k -th element. χk 

m −1 is the ionization energy for the ionization
rocess ( m − 1)-th state → m -th state of k -th element. Since we do
ot have this information, we ignore the ionization correction term 

nd use a simplified expression instead: 

= 

3 

2 
Nk B T + 

1 

f − 1 

P e 

ρ
+ 

aT 4 

ρ
. (9) 

or the same reason, the partial deri v ati ve terms are simplified to: (
∂ε

∂T 

)
ρ

= 

3 

2 
Nk B + 

4 aT 3 

ρ
+ 

1 

f − 1 

P 

2 
end 

P e ρT 
(10) (

∂p 

∂T 

)
ρ

= Nk B ρ + 

4 aT 3 

3 
+ 

P 

2 
end 

P e T 
(11) (

∂p 

∂ρ

)
T 

= Nk B T + 

1 

P e 

(
P 

2 
end 

ρ
+ f 

P 

2 
ed 

ρ

)
, (12) 

here P end and P ed denote the pressure of a non-degenerate and
egenerate electron gas, respectively. The f in equations ( 8 ) to ( 12 ) is
 = 

d ln P ed 
d ln ρ = 

5 
3 ( 

P ed 
P ednr 

) 2 + 

4 
3 ( 

P ed 
P edr 

) 2 , and P ednr and P edr correspond to
he non-relativistic and relativistic cases for degenerate electron gas. 

.5.2 Explosion setup 

NEC provides two ef fecti ve ways to explode the progenitor star of
he supernova: thermal bomb and piston explosion. Ho we ver, the de-
igned analytic wind profiles and realistic profiles from WhiskyTHC 
lready contain full initial conditions, so there is no need to set up
xplosions additionally. Thus, we simply set the explosion type to 
hermal bomb and set the energy input to 0. We use the thermal
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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omb module only when we study the impact of shock cooling on
ilonovae (see Section 4.5 ). 
The SNEC code also implements a module called boxcar to smooth

he compositional profile in the initial data. This tool mimics the
ixing of ejecta during a supernova explosion. The boxcar has a

iven width, which is 0.4 M � by default. For each isotope, it sums up
he isotope’s mass within the width and distributes the total isotopic

ass to each shell equally. The boxcar mo v es from the inner to the
uter boundary, and then this procedure is repeated until smoothness
s achieved. We do not use the boxcar in our calculations, because
e do not expect large-scale mixing on the kilonova time-scale. 

.5.3 Central remnant 

he mass of the inner remnant is also a parameter in the calculations
s its gravitational pull can affect the evolution of the ejecta. We
av e fix ed this inner remnant mass to be M remnant = 3 M � in all
alculations presented in this work. 

.6 Bolometric luminosities and multicolour luminosities 

lackbody radiation assumption for kilonovae was commonly used
n previous research, such as the single-temperature model in Li &
aczynski ( 1998 ), and multicomponent models in Villar et al. (2017)
nd Perego et al. ( 2017 ). The spectra of AT2017gfo were close to
lackbody in the first ∼2 d (Nicholl et al. 2017 ; Pian et al. 2017 ).
on-thermal radiation is negligible at T ∼ 5000 K , although it may
ecome important at late times when the ejecta becomes transparent
Kasen et al. 2013 ; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013 ). 

We compute the emergent radiation from the photosphere and
rom all the mass shells abo v e it using a multitemperature blackbody
odel. In particular, we estimate the bolometric light curve as: 

 bol = L ph + 

∫ r max 

r ph 

ε̇ d m, (13) 

here L ph is the luminosity at the photosphere, r ph is the photospheric
adius, r max is the outer boundary in our simulation, and ε̇ is the
f fecti ve heating rate per unit mass. ε̇ = εth ̇εr , ε̇r is the heating rate
ntroduced in Section 2.3 , and εth is the thermalization efficiency,
hich is set to 0.5 by default. 
The observed flux density at frequency ν is 

 ν = 

1 

4 πD 

2 

( 

πL ph 

σT 4 ph 

B ν( T ph ) + 

∫ r max 

r ph 

πε̇

σT 4 
B ν( T ) d m 

) 

, (14) 

here σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, B ν is the blackbody
unction, and D is the luminosity distance to the source. Throughout
his work, we fix D to 40 Mpc, the approximate distance to
T2017gfo (Hjorth et al. 2017 ). Unlike the original SNEC code,
e do not set a temperature floor here. We report our results using

he AB magnitude system: 

 AB = −2 . 5 log 10 

( ∫ 
f ν( hν) −1 e( ν)d ν∫ 

3631 Jy ( hν) −1 e( ν)d ν

)
. (15) 

e compute light curves in different bands using filter functions e ( ν)
ownloaded from the SVO Filter Profile Service 3 (Rodrigo, Solano
 Bayo 2012 ; Rodrigo & Solano 2020 ). We primarily use CTIO and
emini bands. 
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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.1 Ener gy conser v ation 

he equation of energy conservation for the whole system is: 

d 

d t 

∫ 
�

ρ

(
ε + 

1 

2 
| v | 2 

)
d V = 

∫ 
�

ρ f b · v d V −
∫ 

∂�

p v · d S 

−
∫ 

∂�

f s · d S + Q̇ , (16) 

here � is a material volume (a region moving with the fluid), ρ is the
atter density, ε is the specific internal energy of the fluid (including

he radiation), v is the fluid velocity, and p is the pressure. d/d t is the
otal time deri v ati ve. In our simulations, the surface force f s is zero,
hile the body force f b is the gravitational force. Q̇ = H − L bol is

he net cooling/heating due to nuclear decays H and emission L bol .
his last term also includes the energy deposited into the outflows
y the GRB jet, discussed in Section 4.5 . 
We can rewrite the energy conservation equation as: 

d 

dt 
( E int + E kin + E grav ) = Q̇ −

∫ 
p v · d S , (17) 

here 

 int = 4 π
∫ r max 

r 1 

ρ ε r 2 d r, (18) 

 kin = 

4 π

2 

∫ r max 

r 1 

ρv 2 r 2 d r, (19) 

 grav = −4 π
∫ r max 

r 1 

ρ
G M 

r 
r 2 d r, (20) 

 1 and r max are the inner and outer radius of the ejecta and M =
 ( r) + M remnant is the enclosed mass including the central remnant.
ince the outer boundary condition is p imax = 0, the p d V term includes
nly a contribution from the inner boundary: 

−
∫ r max 

r 1 

p v · d S = 4 πp 1 v 1 r 
2 
1 , 

here p 1 , v 1 , and r 1 are pressure, radial velocity, and radius at
he inner boundary , respectively . The gravitational energy E grav is
ominated by the contribution of the gravitational attraction to the
entral remnant. 

To test how well energy is conserved in our calculations, we
ntegrate equation ( 17 ) to obtain an overall energy balance. Here,
e discuss energy conservation in the context of the optimal wind
rofile with initial Y e = 0.1, which is a representative case. In Fig. 7 ,
1 is the total energy of the ejecta including internal, kinetic, and
ravitational energy. E2 is the initial total energy of the ejecta plus
he net cumulative energy injected/released by r-process heating, p d V
ork at boundary and radiation emission. Eheating (t) ( = 

∫ t 
0 H d t) is

he r-process heating, and Eradiation (t) ( = 

∫ t 
0 L bol d t) is the energy

oss due to kilonova emission. If energy were perfectly conserved,
hen E1 and E2 would be identical. Since energy is not perfectly
onserved in our simulation, we monitor | E1 − E2 | to check the
evel of violation of energy conservation. That said, we find that
NEC conserves energy with a high degree of precision. In the case of

he optimal wind profile, the maximum relative difference between
1 and E2 is ∼0.01 per cent. In the case of the BLh profile, the
ynamics is more complex, but energy is also conserved to better
han 1 per cent (see Appendix D ). 

Fig. 7 also shows the relative importance of the different forms
f energy in the outflows. Overall, most of the energy is in the form
f kinetic energy. Internal energy roughly balances gravity at very

http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/theory/fps/
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Figur e 7. Ener gy conservation of the optimal wind with Y e = 0.1. E1 is the 
total energy of the ejecta (gravitational + kinetic + internal) as a function 
of time. E2 is the initial total energy of the ejecta plus the net cumulative 
energy injected/released by r-process heating, p d V work at boundary, and 
radiation emission. Perfect energy conservation would imply E1 = E2. Their 
maximum relative difference here is around 0.01 per cent, indicating that our 
simulation well conserves energy. 

Figur e 8. Ener gy budget for the optimal wind with Y e = 0.1. The total 
energy budget is dominated by the kinetic energy. Only a small fraction of 
the energy is radiated. The internal energy and gravitational energy become 
less important as the ejecta cools and mo v es a way from the central engine. 
The p d V term and the energy from heating are most important at around 1 s, 
when the bulk of the neutron captures is taking place in the r-process. 
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arly times t � 0.1 s and peaks at a t � 1 s. At a time of about 1
, r-process heating peaks and the internal energy now provides a 
ignificant contribution to the energy budget and can play a role in
he dynamics of the outflows. This is consistent with the findings of
osswog et al. ( 2014 ), who reported that the inclusion/omission of

-process heating leads to appreciable differences in the structure of 
he outflows after about 1 s. Foucart et al. ( 2021 ) also discuss the
mportance of heating in the context of neutron star binary merger 
imulations. 

Fig. 8 shows the energy balance in logarithmic scale. We find that
he heating and p d V work at inner boundary are important when r-
rocess nucleosynthesis is taking place. Only a small fraction of the 
 v erall energy of the ejecta is radiated. 

.2 Comparison with analytic models 

e compare the SNEC calculations with two alternative 
emi-analytic models: SADS (semi-analytic diffusion solver) 
nd Arnett–Chatzopoulos–Villar’s (ACV) single-component semi- 
nalytic model. SADS implements a semi-analytic formula for 
he kilonova luminosity as proposed by Wollaeger et al. ( 2018 ).
he model considers a homogeneous sphere with constant density, 

emperature, and opacity, which expands homologously starting from 

 few hours after merger. We model the radioactive heating in the
jecta using the heating rates described in Section 2.3 . A semi-
nalytic solution of the radiative transfer equations is obtained under 
he assumption that matter is optically thick. The opacity is calculated 
tarting from the input Y e by means of equation ( 1 ). Along with the
hermodynamical ejecta properties defining heating rates, that is Y e , 
 , and τ , the model considers the ejecta mass M ej and its maximum
 xpansion v elocity v max as input variables, while it assumes a fixed
alue of T 0 = 10 4 K for the temperature of the homogeneous sphere
t the starting time t 0 = 10 4 s. 

ACV (Arnett 1982 ; Chatzopoulos et al. 2012 ; Villar et al. 2017 ) is
ased on an analytic solution originally proposed by Arnett ( 1982 )
or light curves of Type II supernovae with 56 Ni heating only and
ater generalized to an y giv en heating function by Chatzopoulos
t al. ( 2012 ). The model treats a radiation-dominated gas in spherical
ymmetry with a homologous expansion law. The luminosity is 
btained starting from the first law of thermodynamics for the 
 xpanding env elope and by invoking the diffusion approximation. A
onstant grey opacity is employed, and the input energy generation 
ate is provided by the radioactive heating rate in order to adapt
he energy source to kilonovae. Villar et al. ( 2017 ) have used
hree ejecta components to obtain excellent agreement with data 
rom GW170817. Here, we return to one-component spherically 
ymmetric ejecta. Both opacity and heating rate models are the same
s those employed by SNEC and SADS. 

For this comparison, SNEC is prepared using the initial and 
oundary conditions described in Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 . In
articular, we initialize the simulations using the analytic wind310T6 
rofile, which, as discussed in Section 4.2 , is found to provide
 good agreement between SNEC calculations performed in full 
adiation–hydrodynamics and those that instead assume homologous 
xpansion. 

Fig. 9 shows bolometric luminosity, AB magnitudes in a few 

ifferent Gemini bands, photospheric radius, and ef fecti ve photo- 
pheric temperature obtained from SNEC , SADS, and ACV models. 
ll calculations assumed fiducial values of M ej = 0 . 01 M �, v max =
.2 c, Y e = 0.1, s = 10 k B baryon −1 , and τ = 10 ms. We emphasize
hat all three calculations have adopted the same heating rates, 
f fecti v e gre y opacities, and heating efficiencies. The three models
how good o v erall agreement in their prediction for the bolometric
uminosity, especially on a time-scale of a few days from the merger.
he agreement is somewhat worse at early and late times. SADS
odel tends to o v erestimate the luminosity at early times, since it

ssumes that all radioactive decay energy is immediately radiated as 
lackbody emission. ACV underestimates the bolometric luminosity 
nd o v erestimates the photospheric radius at late times. This is due
o the fact that in this model, the photospheric radius is assumed to
oincide with the average ejecta radius r avg = v avg t , which increases
ndefinitely and eventually becomes unphysical. In addition, ACV 

oes not account for any luminosity contribution from the optically 
hin region outside the photosphere. ACV can a v oid the unphysical
hotospheric radius expansion by applying a temperature floor, as 
one by Villar et al. ( 2017 ) when comparing the three-component
odel with data from GW170817. On the other hand, ACV shows a

etter agreement with SNEC than SADS in the colour light curves,
specially in the blue and optical bands. SADS prediction of a
luer spectrum is caused by its systematic o v erestimation of the
f fecti ve photospheric temperature. This effect arises both because 
he bolometric luminosity is typically o v erestimated and because the
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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Figure 9. SNEC results for the bolometric luminosity and AB magnitudes using the optimal wind profile in correspondence of the input quantities M ej = 0 . 01 M �, 
v max = 0.2 c, Y e = 0.1, s = 10 k B / baryon , and τ = 10 ms, compared to the same results obtained with SADS and ACV models. Photospheric radius and 
ef fecti ve temperature are shown for illustration. 
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Figure 10. Bolometric luminosities and photospheric radii obtained with 
SNEC and SADS for different initial electron fractions at M ej = 0 . 01 M �, 
v max = 0.2 c, s = 10 k B / baryon , and τ = 10 ms. 
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hotospheric radius, which is computed independently, is slightly
nderestimated. In SADS, the latter is found analytically by imposing
 homologous density profile (Wollaeger et al. 2018 ) in the condition
( r ph ) = 2/3, where τ ( r ) is the optical depth of the material at a certain
adius r . This solution typically includes a first increase of the radius
p to a maximum value, after which the latter decreases again back
o zero. All models agree well in the infrared bands at a time-scale
f a few days. This is not too surprising since hydrodynamic effects
Section 4.2 ) and the details of the radiative transfer in the ejecta
ecome less important at these times. 
Fig. 10 shows a comparison between SNEC and SADS for different

alues of the ejecta Y e . We find that for most values of Y e SADS
 v erestimates the bolometric luminosity, as it was the case in the
revious comparison for Y e = 0.1. However, for large values of
 e � 0.4, the situation is reversed and SADS underestimates the
olometric luminosity. The reason is that, for such values of Y e , the
eating rate is dominated by the decay of a relatively small number
f nuclear species, so it peaks at earlier times and then exponentially
ecays. This early energy release is not captured by SADS, since the
ADS calculations start only ∼3 h after merger. On the other hand,

he SNEC simulations also track the emission and thermalization of
his energy and its subsequent release at later times. 

Fig. 10 also shows some general trends in the light curve of
ilonovae. In particular, it can be seen that the maximum bolometric
uminosities for the optimal wind profiles with M ej = 0.01 M � and
nitial v max = 0.2 c range between 10 40 and 10 42 erg s −1 . Kilonova
ight curves produced by wind profiles with Y e � 0.25 have larger
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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Figure 11. Bolometric light curves for the numerical relativity outflow 

profiles BLh, DD2, and SFHo (Section 2.4 ). The BLh and SFHo profiles have 
the same mass ratio q = M 1 / M 2 = 7/6, and the DD2 profile is from an equal- 
mass neutron star binary. The BLh and DD2 outflows have a comparable mass 
and brightness after ∼3 d. The SFHo outflow is less massive and produces 
a dimmer kilonova. Both the BLh and SFHo kilonovae have double peaked 
light curves due to the lanthanide curtain effect, while the DD2 model does 
not. 
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eak luminosity and evolve more rapidly than those produced by 
ore neutron-rich outflows. In fact, even if the total amount of

eating produced by the r-process is larger for smaller Y e , the o v erall
adiated energy as well as its distribution in time depends on both
he radioactive heating and the material opacity. Indeed, a small 
pacity is expected to cause the emission to peak earlier and the peak
uminosity to be brighter. For a kilonova at a distance of 40 Mpc,
he Y e = 0.1 wind model with SNEC predicts a peak luminosity of
bout 21 magnitudes in the u band and of 19 magnitudes in the K s 

and. The latter is reached at around 3 d after merger. The Y e =
.4 wind model with SNEC predicts a similar peak luminosity in the
 s band, but the peak is reached 1 d earlier. Moreo v er, the Y e =
.4 wind is much brighter in the u band and peaks at around 18.5
agnitudes. Ten days after the merger, the K s -band magnitude has 

ropped to about 21 magnitudes for the Y e = 0.1 wind and to about
7 magnitudes for the Y e = 0.4 wind. These trends are consistent
ith the expectations (Metzger 2020 ). 

 FIRST  APPLICATIONS  O F  SNEC 

.1 General features 

e use SNEC to generate synthetic light curves using profiles from
umerical relativity simulations of merging neutron stars. Fig. 11 
hows the bolometric luminosities of the BLh, SFHo, and DD2 
rofiles. In the following discussion, we take these light curves as a
aseline for comparison and as we study the impact of uncertainties 
n the heating rates, we consider time-extrapolated outflow rates 
rom the simulations, and we study the impact of the thermal energy
eposition due to a GRB jet and cocoon breaking through the ejecta.
mong these outflow profiles, the SFHo profile has the smallest 

mount of ejecta ( ∼9.2 × 10 −3 M �), because the associated merger
imulation was discontinued after black hole formation, when the 
utflow rate due to the spiral-wave wind dropped to zero. Additional 
ass ejection would have been driven by viscous and nuclear 

rocesses in the disc o v er a time-scale of a few seconds, but these
annot yet be modelled in full 3D numerical relativity simulations. 
or these reasons, it is not surprising that the SFHo profile gives
ise to the faintest kilonova among the considered models. The BLh
nd DD2 profiles have a similar amount of mass: 2.29 × 10 −2 M �
nd 1.93 × 10 −2 M �, respectiv ely. F or this reason, the y produce
ilono vae that hav e v ery similar brightness after the first few days
nd both are brighter than the SFHo outflow . Interestingly , both the
Lh and SFHo light curves have a double peak, while the DD2 light
urve has a single peak. This is due to the presence of a low- Y e 

omponent of the outflow for BLh and SFHo, which is absent in the
D2 profile (see Figs 5 and 6 ). This outflow component is due to

he partial tidal disruption of the secondary star prior to merger. It
s absent for the DD2 profile, which is associated to an equal mass
erger. 
These trends are reflected in Fig. 12 , which shows the AB mag-

itudes of the kilonova emerging from these three profiles assuming 
 distance of 40 Mpc in different bands. The difference between the
D2 equal mass model and the others is even more apparent in the
lue bands at early times. Our calculations suggest that high-cadence 
bserv ations of kilonov ae could constrain the presence/absence of a
anthanide curtain, which in turn would constrain the mass ratio 
f the binary. Ho we ver, we caution the reader that the impact of the
resence of a massive tidal tail on the light curve is likely exaggerated
y the assumption of spherical symmetry used in our calculations. In
eality, we expect that this effect will be prominent only for edge-on
inaries. 
Fig. 12 also shows the photometric data for AT2017gfo. The 

bservation data are collected from kilonova.space 4 (Villar et al. 
017 ). The SNEC results use Gemini filters, and we also cal-
ulate CTIO bands, while the observation data are from various 
nstruments. The differences in filters have little influence in the 
omparison. AT2017gfo is significantly brighter than any of our 
odels. This is not une xpected, giv en the approximations in our
odels, most notably the fact that our merger simulations cannot 

et self-consistently compute the full evolution of the post-merger 
isc due to the long time-scales involved and the assumption of
pherical symmetry (Perego et al. 2014 ). In particular, the works of
erego et al. ( 2017 ), Korobkin et al. ( 2021 ), and Heinzel et al. ( 2021 )
howed that multidimensional effects and viewing angle, which we 
annot take into account with SNEC , have a strong impact on the
olour light curves from kilonovae. It is also worth mentioning that
reschi et al. ( 2021 ) performed a Bayesian selection analysis of the
T2017gfo and ruled out spherically symmetric kilonova models 
ith high confidence. That said, fitting the observation is not the
urpose of this paper, and we leave it to our future work. 
The multicolour light-curve properties depend most directly on 

he initial Y e at the luminosity shell of the ejecta. The latter is defined
s the shell at which radiation diffusion and expansion time-scales 
ecome comparable, that is when the optical depth τ ∼ c / v. SNEC
ocates the luminosity shell by sweeping through the ejecta. It starts
rom the exterior, where τ = 0, and mo v es towards the interior until
becomes equal to c / v. At early times, the luminosity shell is close

o the surface of the outflows, but at later times, the shell is found
t increasingly large depth into the outflows, as the material expands
nd becomes transparent. Eventually, the luminosity shell becomes 
he inner boundary of the ejecta. Fig. 13 combines AB magnitudes
n different bands for the BLh and DD2 profiles and the Y e at the
ocation of the luminosity shell, both as a function of time. Both
rofiles have an outer shell of rapidly expanding, high- Y e material
aunched when the remnant bounces back after merger. In both cases,
he kilonova is blue in the very first few hours after merger. The u -
and magnitude for the BLh model reaches ∼20 magnitudes in the
rst hours of the merger, before dropping rapidly. In the BLh case, the
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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Figure 12. GW170817/AT2017gfo data (dots with error bars) and SNEC ’s AB apparent magnitudes of BLh (solid line), DD2 (dashed line), and SFHo (dotted 
line) at 40 Mpc. The observation data co v er U to K bands for various telescopes. We adopt Gemini bands from u to K s for SNEC results. This comparison shows 
that the current NR-informed models including BLh, DD2, and SFHo, which have an ejecta mass of 0.023 M �, 0.019 M �, and 0.009 M �, do not match the 
observation. This indicates that a larger ejecta mass, or additional factors contributing to light curves, should be considered to fit the observation. 

Figure 13. BLh and DD2 profile: AB apparent magnitudes and Y e at 
luminosity shell. Luminosity shell locates at the point whose optical depth τ
and velocity v satisfy τ = c / v. When the ejecta becomes transparent enough, 
the luminosity shell falls on to the inner boundary. This figure shows that the 
first peak of BLh colour light curves is related to the outermost fast high- Y e 
component of the ejecta. The gap between BLh’s double peaks is due to the 
low- Y e lanthanide curtain. 
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Figure 14. Bolometric light curves computed for different wind profiles 
assuming homologous expansion, or with full hydrodynamics. For all models, 
initial Y e = 0.1, s = 10 k B /baryon, and τ = 10 ms. The solid lines 
show the hydrodynamical results from SNEC using the wind profiles. In 
general, the light curves coincide with each other. The dotted lines show 

homologous expansion results, i.e. hydrodynamics is turned off in SNEC . As 
we increase the second power-law index of density, the light curves get closer 
to hydrodynamical results. 
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ilonova becomes fainter and redder very quickly as the luminosity
hell passes through the tidal tail, which is very neutron rich. The
ilonova becomes bright again when the luminosity shell reaches the
nner part of the ejecta, which has higher Y e due to the combined
ffects of shock heating and neutrino irradiation from the central
emnant (Radice et al. 2016 ). 

.2 Hydrodynamics 

ost of the previous models, ranging from analytic and semi-analytic
o Monte Carlo radiative transfer, assume homologous expansion
nd neglect the effects of pressure work (e.g. Tanaka & Hotokezaka
013 ; Wollaeger et al. 2013 ; Bulla 2019 ). There are some attempts to
ombine hydrodynamics and radiative transfer (Gittings et al. 2008 ;
oth & Kasen 2015 ), but the study of the effects of hydrodynamics
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
n kilonovae is very limited. Ishizaki et al. ( 2021 ) include hydro-
ynamics to study fallback accretion but does not include radiative
ransfer. Our work is one of the first radiation–hydrodynamics study
f kilonovae. Radiation–hydrodynamics simulations are performed
ight after the merger until ∼35 d. The hydrodynamics can also be
urned off in our code, so that the velocity is frozen and the ejecta
ndergoes free expansion ( v( t ) = v( t = 0), r = vt ). 
Fig. 14 shows the bolometric light curves computed with and

ithout the assumption of homologous expansions and for different
ind profiles. The initial Y e is set to 0.1 in all calculations. We

emind the reader that wind3 profile refers to ρ∝ r −3 , while wind36,
ind38, and wind310 use two power laws for density ( k 1 = 3 and
 2 = 6, 8, 10, respectively). Their temperature is uniformly 10 9 K.
ind310T6 is the optimal wind profile introduced in Section 2.4 . The
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Figure 15. The same as Fig. 14 except Y e = 0.4. After about 0.2 d, the 
hydrodynamical results for the optimal wind profile (wind310T6) agree with 
homologous expansion, while for other profiles, it takes longer time for the 
agreement. 
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Figure 16. Effect of the hydrodynamics on the bolometric light curves for 
the BLh profile with modified velocity (BLh-mvel profile). The red line 
shows the results from the radiation–hydrodynamic calculations while the 
blue line shows the results obtained with hydrodynamics turned off and 
frozen velocity. As a comparison, the green dashed line shows the light curve 
for the original BLh profile. Hydrodynamic models predict faster expansion 
driven by pressure forces in the outflows and more rapidly evolving light 
curves. 

Figure 17. Effect of the hydrodynamics on the multicolour light curves for 
the BLh with modified velocity (BLh–mvel profile). The solid lines show 

the results from the radiation–hydrodynamic calculations, while dashed lines 
show the result obtained with hydrodynamics turned off and frozen velocity. 
The impact of hydrodynamics is particularly evident at early times in the blue 
bands. 
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olometric luminosity from the hydrodynamic calculations (solid 
ines) is insensitive to the initial profiles, because the hydrodynamical 
volution at the beginning of the simulation smooths the differences 
n the ejecta structures. On the other hand, the homologous expansion 
esults vary by a factor of ∼2 depending on profiles. When increasing
he second power-law factor for the density, we find better agreement 
etween the homologous expansion results and those obtained with 
he hydrodynamics calculations. So, if the density profile includes 
 sharp drop near the outer boundary, which is reasonable as seen
rom NR simulations, homologous expansion is a good assumption. 
ig. 15 shows the corresponding results for initial Y e = 0.4. Also in

his case, we find that homologous expansion calculations are very 
ensitive to the details of the outflow profiles. These tests suggest
hat wind profiles similar to the optimal wind profile introduced here 
hould be employed for radiative transfer calculations that assume 
omologous expansion. 
In addition to considering the impact of homologous expansion in 

he case of idealized wind profiles, we also consider its impact for
he BLh profile, which we take as representative of a realistic profile
rom an NR simulation. Because there are fluctuations in the initial 
elocity distribution, we cannot directly turn off the hydrodynamics 
nd freeze the velocity in this case. Indeed, the velocity v must
ncrease monotonically with the radius r (or enclosed mass m ) to
 v oid shell crossing. To achieve this, we replace the velocity in
he BLh with a fit constructed using a monotonically increasing 
unction (see Fig. B2 in Appendix B ). We use this BLh-with-
odified-v elocity (BLh-mv el) profile for this test. The comparison 

f bolometric luminosity between BLh-mvel profile with and without 
ydrodynamics is shown in Fig. 16 . In general, the two are consistent.
he comparison between the multicolour light curves is shown in 
ig. 17 . We find that the inclusion of hydrodynamic effect shifts the
econd peak of the light curve by 1 d from ∼3 d after merger in
he homologous expansion calculations to ∼2 d after merger in the 
adiation–hydrodynamics calculation. This difference is explained by 
he more rapid expansion of the lanthanide curtain driven by pressure
orces in the hydrodynamics model. As a consequence of this fast
xpansion, the optical depth drops more rapidly and light from the 
anthanide-poor inner part of the ejecta escapes at earlier times, so
he kilonova peaks sooner. This effect can be seen in Fig. 17 , where
e also show the Y e at the luminosity shell as a function of time. The

aster expansion of the ejecta in the hydrodynamic models also leads 
o faster cooling for the hydrodynamics simulation compared to the 
omologous expansion simulation. This results in a more rapid drop 
n the colour light curves for the former after ∼9 d. 

.3 Impact of uncertainties in the heating rates 

he energy released by nuclear decays and its thermalization ef- 
ciency are affected by systematic nuclear physics uncertainties 
Barnes et al. 2021 ; Zhu et al. 2021b ). These uncertainties span
bout an order of magnitude in the heating rate. To quantify their
mpact in our calculations, we perform simulations in which we 
ary the heating rates by a factor of 3 or 0.3. Fig. 18 shows the
mpact of changes in the heating rate in the case of the optimal wind
rofile with Y e = 0.1. Unsurprisingly, the bolometric luminosity in- 
reases/decreases proportionally to the heating rate when we change 
he heating rates throughout the entire calculation. Interestingly, we 
nd modest but measurable differences in the bolometric luminosity 
ven if we change the heating rates only in the first 10 s of the
alculations, that is during the time the actual r-process is actually
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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Figure 18. Bolometric light curves with different heating rates and the 
wind310T6 (optimal wind) profile with Y e = 0.1, s = 10 k B /baryon, and 
τ = 10 ms. The green line represents the default heating rates introduced in 
Section 2.3 , with thermalization efficiency εth = 0.5. The red and blue solid 
lines display the light curves when the heating rate is multiplied by 3 and 0.3, 
respectively. The dashed light curves are obtained by changing the heating 
rates from the baseline only in the first 10 s. 

Figure 19. Bolometric light curves obtained with different heating rates and 
the BLh profile. The uncertainty of heating rates changes the light curves by 
an order of magnitude. The green line represents the default heating rates 
introduced in Section 2.3 , with thermalization efficiency εth = 0.5. The red 
and blue solid lines display the light curves when the heating rate is multiplied 
by 3 and 0.3, respectively. The dashed light curves are obtained by changing 
the heating rates from the baseline only in the first 10 s. 
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Figure 20. Multicolour light curves obtained with different heating rates and 
the BLh profile. The solid lines represent the Gemini band AB magnitudes 
predicted with the default heating rates. The dashed lines show the light 
curves with heating rates multiplied by 3. The dotted lines show the light 
curves obtained by multiplying the heating rates by 3 in the first 10 s only. 
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aking place. These differences persist for the first few days after
erger. 
The same trend is also seen in Fig. 19 for the BLh profile. In

his case, the uncertainties in the heating rates in the first 10 s result
n a shift of the peak time by about a day. The multicolour light
urves corresponding to the models with baseline and increased
eating rates are shown in Fig. 20 . To investigate the origin of
hese differences, we have repeated the BLh calculation with the
ydrodynamics turned off (assuming homologous expansion). We
nd that when the assumption of homologous expansion is used, the
eating rate in the first 10 s has no impact on the light curve. We
onclude that these changes in the light curve are the result of changes
n the structure of the outflows. When the heating is increased in the
rst 10 s, this leads to higher temperatures and, consequently, higher
ressures and, as a result, the expansion of the ejecta is slightly
ccelerated. The lanthanide curtain is lifted at earlier time and the
ight curve peaks sooner. These results are consistent with those of
lion et al. ( 2021a ), who investigated the impact of r-process heating
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
n the first 60 s of the outflows. They also find that enhanced heating
t early times can produce slightly brighter light curves that peak at
arlier times. Ho we ver, in both our calculations and those of Klion
t al. ( 2021a ), these effects are modest and possibly degenerate with
ther properties of the ejecta. 

.4 Extrapolation of NR-informed models 

he realistic profiles from our numerical relativity simulations
apture only the amount of ejecta that has crossed a coordinate sphere
ith radius r = 295 km by the time we terminate our calculations.
ere, we estimate the contribution of material ejected at later times by

xtrapolating the outflow rate in time. This is clearly a crude estimate,
onsidering that the flow is expected to change in a qualitative
ay once the accretion rate on to the central object drops below
 critical value (Beloborodov 2008 ; De & Siegel 2020 ). Ho we ver,
his approach let us test the sensitivity of our models to the length
f the numerical relativity simulations without the need to introduce
dditional parameters. 

We extrapolate the BLh outflow rate in time to 1.5, 2, and 10 times
he total WhiskyTHC simulation duration, i.e. 0.167, 0.227, and
.194 s after merger, respectively. The details of the extrapolation
ethod are documented in Appendix C . Since the outflow rate

s decaying, the o v erall ejecta mass increases only by a small
actor, even when extrapolating to very late times (see Fig. C1 ).
onsequently, the kilonova is only slightly brighter for the time-
xtrapolated profiles, as shown in Fig. 21 . It should be noted that
nly the second peak of the BLh light curves is enhanced, which
an be seen more clearly in multiband magnitudes (Fig. 22 ). This
s expected, since during the first peak the luminosity shell is still
ocalized at the outer surface of the ejecta, which is unaffected by
he extrapolation. Ho we ver, the kilonov a becomes bluer at about
 d, and the influence of lanthanide curtain on blue bands is
eakened. This is also not surprising, since the material added to the
rofile by the extrapolation procedure has a high electron fraction,
ecause the Y e increases towards the interior of the ejecta (see 
ig. 5 ). 

.5 Impact of shock cooling 

lthough the r-process heating can explain the general features of
he GW170817/AT2017gfo kilonova, the nature of the emission in
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Figure 21. Bolometric light curves for the time-extrapolated BLh models. 
The original BLh profile, or BLh baseline, is extracted from WhiskyTHC 
simulation until 0.106 s after merger. We extrapolate the profile to 1.5, 2, and 
10 times the total WhiskyTHC simulation time, which corresponds to 0.167, 
0.227, and 1.194 s after merger, respectively. 

Figure 22. AB magnitudes and Y e at the luminosity shell for the time- 
extrapolated BLh models. The late time ejecta predicted by the extrapolation 
procedure is not very neutron rich and contributes to only increase in the 
second peak of BLh multicolour light curves. 
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Figure 23. Bolometric light curve for the BLh profile with thermal bomb 
shock heating. The dotted line shows the baseline (no thermal bomb). The 
different colours represent different amounts of energy carried by the injected 
shock, ranging from 10 49 erg to 10 52 erg (isotropic equi v alent). For each 
energy, the band spans results from different bomb configurations: time extent 
in { (0 −50 ms), (0 −100 ms), (50 −100 ms), (0 −1 s) } , spatial extent { (0, 0), 
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he first ∼1 d is still unclear. Piro & Kollmeier ( 2018 ) suggested
hat this early signal might be due to the radiative cooling of shock-
eated material. The shock might have originated from the interaction 
etween the GRB jet and the ejecta. When the jet propagates through
he ejecta, it forms a hot cocoon around it and generates a shock
tructure including a reverse shock. The shock deposits energy as 
t propagates and heats the ejecta, although the way of energy 
eposition is not clear (Nakar & Piran 2017 ; Lazzati et al. 2017 ,
021 ; Gottlieb, Nakar & Piran 2018a ; Piro & Kollmeier 2018 ).
ccording to (Duffell et al. 2018 ; Gottlieb et al. 2018a , b ; Nativi

t al. 2020 ; Lundman & Beloborodov 2021 ), the jet energy ranges
etween 10 48 erg and 10 51 erg, while the plausible cocoon energy is
etween 5 × 10 45 erg and 5 × 10 49 erg. The jet break out time was
f 1.7 s in GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017 ). 
In this section, we use the BLh profile to explore the impact of

hock cooling on kilonova emission. We use the ‘thermal bomb’ 
outine in SNEC to inject a shock with energy E shock at the base
f the ejecta. This routine injects energy with an exponential time 
ependency between the start time t b start and the end time t b end of the
omb: 

 

b ( t) = d ′ e −c ′ t , (21) 
here P 

b ( t ) is the injected bomb energy per unit time. The ratio
 

b ( t b start ) /P 

b ( t b end ) = R t is set to 100 by default in SNEC . Therefore, 

 

′ = 

ln R t (
t b end − t b start 

) , d ′ = 

c ′ E shock 

e −c ′ t b start − e −c ′ t b end 

. (22) 

imilarly, at each time, the energy is spread exponentially between 
he start point m start and the end point m end : 

 

b 
m ,i ( m i ) = b ′ e −a ′ m i . (23) 

he ratio P 

b 
m ,i ( m 

b 
start ) /P 

b 
m ,i ( m 

b 
end ) = R m 

is also set to 100, then we
btain 

 

′ = 

ln R m 

m 

b 
end − m 

b 
start 

, b ′ = 

d ′ e −c ′ t ∑ 

i e 
−a ′ m i 
m i+ 1 / 2 

. (24) 

We test different configurations of these parameters and find that 
he results are not very sensitive to the time interval, which we vary
etween 0 −50 ms, 0 −100 ms, 50 –100 ms, and 0 −1 s, and to the
hoice of the spatial region in which the energy is injected, which
e vary between 0 −0 (i.e. deposited only at the inner boundary) and
 −0.01 M �. The results are instead sensitive to the o v erall injected
nergy. 

We find that shocks with E shock < 10 49 erg hav e ne gligible impact
n the kilonova light curve. This is not too surprising, given that
he initial kinetic energy in the ejecta is ∼10 50 erg. Ho we ver, it is
mportant to remark that our calculations assume spherical symmetry, 
hile the cocoon is expected to be asymmetric at the time of
reakout. A very rough estimate of the impact of anisotropy can
e obtained by using the isotropic equi v alent energy of the shock,
nstead of its actual energy. In so doing, we ef fecti vely assume that
he fluid elements are only weakly coupled in the angular direction.
ccordingly, we interpret the SNEC calculations as describing the 

volution of a portion of the outflow subtended by a fixed solid angle.
 better treatment would require performing 2D axisymmetric or 3D 

imulations (Duffell et al. 2018 ; Gottlieb et al. 2018a , b ; Nativi et al.
020 ; Lundman & Beloborodov 2021 ). 
We vary E shock from 10 49 erg to 10 52 erg. Fig. 23 shows the

olometric light curves with shock injection. We find that, if the shock
ner gy is lar ge enough, it can increase the bolometric luminosity by
p to an order of magnitude. The shock can also alter the morphology
f the light curve, suppressing the minimum on the light curve at t �
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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M

Figure 24. u -band light curve for BLh models with thermal bomb. A 

sufficiently strong shock can significantly accelerate the expansion of the 
ejecta. On the one hand, faster expansion and radiation from the shock cooling 
suppress the lanthanide curtain effect and boost the luminosity at early times. 
On the other hand, the fast expansion causes the material to become optically 
thin at early times, so the kilonova light curve evolves on shorter time-scales. 

Figure 25. i -band light curve for BLh models with thermal bomb. This 
figure is to be contrasted with Fig. 24 , which shows the u -band emission for 
the same models. The impact of a shock injected at the base of the outflow 

on the i -band light curve is similar, but somewhat less pronounced, than that 
on the u -band light curve. 
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Figure 26. K s -band light curve for BLh models with thermal bomb. This 
figure is to be contrasted with Figs 24 and 25 , which show the u -band and 
i -band emissions for the same models. The more rapid expansion of the 
outflows caused by the shock also influences this band. With large thermal 
bomb energies, the kilonova is brighter and evolves on faster time-scales. 
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 d and thus hiding the lanthanide curtain. These changes are in part
ue to the radiative cooling of the shock heating material. Ho we ver,
he main effect of the shock is to accelerate the expansion of the
jecta which, as a result, becomes transparent at earlier times. 

Figs 24 –26 show the Gemini u band, i band, and K s band of the
esults. The blue/optical bands are more significantly influenced by
he shock, which can boost the luminosity of the kilonova by up
o 4 magnitudes in these bands. The impact on the peak luminosity
n the red/infrared bands is more modest, but we still find that an
nergetic shock can boost the luminosity by about 1 magnitude even
n these bands. In all cases, we find that a shock at the base of the
utflow can significantly accelerate the kilonova: making it peak at
arlier times and fade more rapidly. Overall, our results moti v ate the
eed for further investigation of the impact of the jet on the kilonova
mission using multidimensional models. 

 C O N C L U S I O N  A N D  DISCUSSION  

e studied the kilonova emission from the ejecta of BNS mergers
y means of radiation–hydrodynamical simulations. We considered
oth analytic wind profiles and ejecta profiles from numerical
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
elativity simulations and then employed the SNEC code to compute
he associated colour light curves. To this aim, we developed new

odules for the SNEC code, including for the calculation of r-process
eating rates and opacities, and specialized the built-in P aczynsk y
OS in SNEC to the case of merger outflo ws. We v alidated our
pproach by carefully checking energy conservation and comparing
ur results with those obtained from simpler semi-analytic models.
s first applications of the code, we computed self-consistent
ilono va light curv es from a set of merger simulations; we studied
he impact of pressure forces and hydrodynamics, of nuclear physics
ncertainties, and of shock cooling on the kilonova light curves. 
We considered three merger simulations employing three EOS

BLh, DD2, and SFHo) and two different mass ratios. The DD2
inary considers an equal mass binary (1.365 M �−1.365 M �),
hile the BLh and SFHo consider binaries with a mass asymmetry

1.4 M �–1.2 M �). All the corresponding ejecta profiles show an
uter fast component with high Y e , but the bulk of the outflows has a
oderate neutron richness. Additionally, the BLh and SFHo outflows

ave a very neutron-rich tidal component between the outer high Y e 

utflow and the bulk of the outflow. The combined presence of a fast
igh- Y e outer shell and of a lanthanide curtain results in a double-
eaked morphology of the light curve. This is a new feature revealed
y our calculations. 
It is not our goal to fit observational data, but when comparing

ur models to AT2017gfo, we found them to be underluminous,
specially in the first few days. This remains true even when
onsidering outflow rates from the merger simulations extrapolated
o late times. This may suggest that GW170817 ejected more mass
han predicted by our models, or that the adopted heating rates and
pacities are underestimated or o v erestimated, respectiv ely. Shock
ooling and, more in general, the interaction between the ejecta and
he GRB jet might also alleviate this disagreement. That said our
esults should be considered as pro visional, giv en our assumption of
pherical symmetry in SNEC (Perego et al. 2017 ). 

We studied the impact of hydrodynamic effects by comparing light
urves produced with and without the assumption of homologous
xpansion. We found that hydrodynamics can have a substantial
mpact on the light curve, especially when considering idealized wind
rofiles. Ho we ver, these ef fects are substantially smaller for more
ealistic wind profiles for which there are smaller pressure gradients
lose to the surface of the ejecta. The impact of hydrodynamics is
lso relatively small when considering ejecta from simulations. 
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We studied the impact of nuclear physics uncertainties on heating 
ates on the kilonova light curves. As expected, we find that the
olometric luminosities are directly proportional to the heating rate. 
urprisingly, ho we ver, we also found that changes to the heating rate

n the first 10 s can result in small but appreciable differences in
he kilonova properties. These differences arise due to changes in 
he structure of the outflows resulting from the increased/decreased 
ressure. 
Finally, we studied the impact of the interaction between the 

ynamical ejecta and the GRB jet. To this aim, we injected shocks
t the base of the ejecta using the thermal bomb module of SNEC
ith different total energies and with different bomb parameters. We 

ound that the shock has a substantial impact on the kilonova light
urve when the energy of the shock is comparable to or larger than the
nitial kinetic energy of the ejecta ( ∼10 50 erg). The shock accelerates
he ejecta which, as a result, becomes transparent at earlier times. 
he resulting kilonova light curves evolve more rapidly and are bluer. 
he shock injection impacts predominantly the UV/optical bands in 

he first ∼2 d of the merger. 
The approach we hav e dev eloped here is complementary to other

fforts that employ wavelength-dependent Monte Carlo radiative 
ransfer but neglect hydrodynamic effects. We have made a number 
f approximations that need to be impro v ed to be able to compute
eliable, realistic synthetic kilonova light curves from numerical 
elativity. Among these, the most serious one is the assumption of
pherical symmetry. We plan to go beyond this approximation by 
orting the routines we hav e dev eloped and tested with SNEC into the
thena ++ code (Stone et al. 2020 ) and use a technique similar to

hat introduced by Habegger & Heitsch ( 2021 ) to track the expansion
f the ejecta o v er a time-scale of several weeks. SNEC simulations
ould be post processed using Monte Carlo radiative transfer codes 
o compute impro v ed colour light curv e and to compute synthetic
pectra. Other possible future avenue of research includes coupling 
NEC with a nuclear reaction netw ork lik e SkyNet and adopting

ime-dependent thermalization efficiencies and impro v ed opacities. 
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Figure A1. Opacity as a function of initial Y e . Different from equation ( 1 ), 
the slope of the opacity transition near Y e = 0.25 is a free parameter here, 
which is indicated by s . s ranges from 4 to 24, and s = 12 is the baseline 
adopted in the main body of the paper. 

Figure A2. AB magnitudes and the opacity at the luminosity shell for BLh 
model. Although the magnitudes change a little, the morphology of the light 
curves remains unchanged in general. 

Figure A3. AB magnitudes and the opacity at the luminosity shell for DD2 
model. The light curves are insensitive to the slope of the transition in the 
opacity formula. 
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PPENDIX  A :  I M PAC T  O F  O PAC I T Y  F O R M U L A  

e study the sensitivity of kilonova light curves to the opacity for-
ula mentioned in Section 2.2 . We fix the maximum and minimum

pacity to 10 cm 

2 g −1 and 1 cm 

2 g −1 , respectively, and also fix
he intermediate point ( Y e = 0.25, κ = 5.5 cm 

2 g −1 ). We explore
he impact of the slope of the transition near Y e = 0.25, which is
ndicated by parameter s in the following formula: 

= 1 + 

9 

1 + (4 Y e ) s 
[cm 

2 g −1 ] . (A1) 

ig. A1 shows the range of the slope we test, with s = 12 being the
aseline used in the body of the paper. s = 24 results in the sharpest
ransition, while s = 4 produces the mildest transition so that opacity
annot reach its minimum at Y e = 0.5. 

Fig. A2 shows the AB magnitudes and the opacity at the luminosity
hell for the BLh binary, using s = 24, 12, and 4. The definition of
uminosity shell is given in Section 4.1 . The outermost fast high- Y e 

omponent is not affected by the modification of the opacity formula, 
roducing the first peak of the light curv e. F or s = 4, the effect of
anthanide curtain is alleviated but still present due to the very low
 e ( ∼0.15) of the component shown in Fig. 5 . As shown by the
pacity at luminosity shell, the opacity plateau is only a little smaller
han 10 cm 

2 g −1 , so most of the radiation is trapped inside. At late
imes, for s = 4, the opacity of the inner high- Y e component increases
ompared to the baseline. Therefore, it is natural that the radiation 
s inhibited, and that the kilonova is redder and becomes transparent 
ater. Ho we ver, these are only minor changes to the light curves, and,
n general, the results are not sensitive to the opacity formula. 
We do not report the results for the SFHo binary, but the opacity
ormula also has little impact on SFHo results. The DD2 binary is
hown in Fig. A3 . For this model, we find that the slope of the opacity
rofile has essentially no impact. In fact, the outer part of the DD2
rofile has a Y e near 0.25 (Fig. 6 ), so formulae with different slopes
esult in similar opacities. 
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Figure B3. Velocity as a function of mass for the BLh and BLh–mvel 
profiles. Due to unphysical pressure gradient at the outer boundary and r- 
process heating, the velocity at the outer boundary can even exceed the speed 
of light. The problem is less severe for BLh–mvel than for BLh profile. Since 
the mass and energy near outer boundary accounts only for a very small part 
of the whole ejecta, we find that it does not affect light curves. 
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PPENDIX  B:  B O U N D  A R  Y  VELOCITY  

t the outer boundary, the SNEC code sets pressure, temperature, and
ensity to zero. Among them, only the pressure p imax is important
ince the other quantities are not actually used in the evolution.
o we ver, the p imax = 0 boundary condition can lead to a large
ressure gradient at the boundary when the simulation begins. At
hat time, the ejecta is very hot ( ∼10 9 K) and p imax-1 is dominated
y the radiation pressure, which is proportional to T 4 imax-1 . This
iscontinuity causes the velocity near outer boundary to increase
o very large values, sometimes even exceeding the speed of light
e.g. BLh profile). 

For the wind profiles, one of the solutions is to modify the
nitial temperature distribution. Instead of using the uniform 10 9 

, we use a power-law decay near the outer boundary, which is
lready introduced in equation ( 6 ). We tested various power-law
nde x es and found that α � 6 is enough to solve the problem 

Fig. B1 ). 
For realistic profiles, the problem can be alleviated by smoothing

he initial velocity distribution. Fig. B2 shows the piecewise fit for
Lh profile ( m < m 1 : linear; m 1 < m < m 2 : exponential; m > m 2 :
olynomial). We call the new profile BLh-with-modified-velocity
NRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 

igure B1. Initial and final velocity as a function of mass for the wind310TX 

rofiles. In this test, r-process heating is turned off to preclude its effects on 
he velocity. The green line shows the initial velocity distribution, while the 
ther lines show the final velocity distribution using the modified temperature 
rofiles with power-law index = 2, 4, 6, respecti vely. A po wer-law factor large 
nough for temperature ef fecti vely reduces the pressure gradients at the outer 
oundary and thus mitigates the boundary velocity divergence problem. 

igure B2. Velocity profile for the BLh and the BLh with modified velocity 
BLh–mvel) profiles. We use a piecewise function to fit the initial velocity in 
Lh profile. We set m 1 and m 2 to 0.015 and 0.022 M �, respectively. When 
 < m 1 , velocity in BLh–mvel profile grows linearly with m . When m is 
etween m 1 and m 2 , ( v − v( m 1 )) is proportional to e m −m 1 . When m > m 2 , 
e use the function v − v( m 2 ) = C ( m − m 2 ) α to fit. 
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a Bibliot
rofile, or BLh–mvel profile. We show light curves produced with
his modified profile in Section 4.2 . With the BLh–mvel profile, the
aximum velocity at the outer boundary is reduced to around 0.8 c

Fig. B3 ). 
The abo v e changes to the initial profiles indicate that the boundary

elocity problem is profile-dependent. Ho we ver, the final light curves
re largely unaffected by these dynamics close to the outer boundary.
his is because the region affected by the outer boundary encloses
 small amount of material, as shown in Fig. B3 . The increase of
he kinetic energy due to the boundary velocity problem is not large
nough to visibly affect the light curves, as can be observed by
omparing the light curves obtained with the BLh and the BLh–mvel
rofiles shown in Fig. 16 . 

PPENDI X  C :  M E T H O D  O F  BLH  

X T R A P O L AT I O N  

e extrapolate the BLh profile by fitting all thermodynamic quanti-
ies in time and then extrapolating them. Specifically, we integrate the
utflow rate from the WhiskyTHC simulations to obtain the mass of
he material that has crossed an extraction sphere with r = 295 km
s a function of time. We denote the mass of the ejecta still enclosed
y r = 295 km at time t as m ( t ). The mass of the material that has
rossed the extraction sphere at an y giv en time is as M tot − m ( t ). We
igure C1. Mass extrapolation for the BLh profile. We use a power law to fit 
jecta flux after 0.06 s and then extrapolate it to t end . From the integration of 
he flux at 295 km, we obtain the mass of ejecta outside 295 km as a function 
f time (black lines, solid: original data; dashed: extrapolated). 
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the case for the wind profiles. When the total energy crosses zero, 
there is a jump in the relative difference between E1 (the total energy 
of the ejecta) and E2 (initial ejecta energy + r-process heating + 

p d V work − radiated energy). After 0.14 s, the relative difference 
between E1 and E2 drops to below 0.2 per cent. We conclude that 
SNEC conserves energy very well with the adopted setup. 

Figure D1. Same as Fig. 7 but for the BLh profile. The total energy is 
ne gativ e initially due to large gravitational energy but soon becomes positive 
as a result of the mechanical work done on the inner boundary. The large 
spike in the relati ve dif ference between E1 and E2 is caused by total energy 
changing sign. The difference drops to below 0.2 per cent after 0.14 s, so 
energy is well conserved. 

Figur e D2. Different ener gy terms as a function of time for the BLh model. 
The total energy is at first dominated by gravitational energy. p d V work at 
inner boundary and the r-process heating increase the total energy of the 
ejecta from ne gativ e to positiv e. Afterwards, the total energy is dominated by 
kinetic energy, like for the wind profiles. Only a small fraction of the energy 
is radiated as most of the specific internal energy is lost to expansion. 
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igure C2. Density extrapolation for the BLh profile. We first reconstruct 
he density at 295 km as a function of time according to the BLh profile and
ts mass flux at 295 km (blue line). Then, we use a power law to fit the density
fter 0.06 s (red solid line). Finally, we extrapolate the power law to t end (red
ashed line), e.g. 0.24 s in the figure. 

se a power law to fit the mass flux after 0.06 s and then extrapolate
t to t end . Fig. C1 shows the case in which t end = 0.24 s, that is twice
he original simulation time for the BLh binary. Note that here the
ime is given from the beginning of WhiskyTHC simulations and 
ncludes the period before the merger. With the extrapolation, the 
otal ejecta mass increases from 0.022 M � to 0.029 M �. 

For each profile, we have density , velocity , temperature, etc., as a
unction of enclosed mass. For instance, the density profile is ρ( m ).
ince we know the function m ( t ), we can use it to calculate the time at
hich each Lagrangian fluid element crosses the extraction sphere. 
rom this, we can obtain ρ( t ) on the extraction sphere. We fit ρ( t )
fter 0.06 s with a power law and extrapolate it to t end (see Fig. C2 ).
s a last step, we convert the extrapolated ρ( t ) back to ρ( m ) and get

he new profile. 
This extrapolation methodology is not necessarily limited to 

ower-la w e xtrapolation. Indeed, we use power-la w fits for the mass
ux and the density, a linear function for the entropy, and a constant
or temperature, velocity, initial Y e , and expansion time-scale. 

PPENDIX  D :  E N E R G Y  CONSERVATION  F O R  

LH  PROFILE  

e check energy conservation for the optimal wind profiles in 
ection 3.1 . Here, we repeat this analysis for the BLh profile. Other
imulation profiles behave in a similar way. As shown in Fig. D1 ,
he total energy is initially ne gativ e, because the profile is initially
till gravitationally bound. Ho we ver, the mechanical work done on 
he inner boundary by pressure forces and r-process heating unbinds 
he ejecta. This is expected, since we use the Bernoulli criterion to
dentify the ejecta in the merger simulations (e.g. Kastaun & Galeazzi 
015 ). After this initial phase that lasts about 1 s, the total energy of
he ejecta is dominated by the kinetic energy (see Fig. D2 ), as was
MNRAS 512, 328–347 (2022) 
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